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Abstract—In this paper, a novel digital self-interference can-
celler based on a Hammerstein adaptive filter is proposed and
examined. The proposed system consists of a spline-interpolated
lookup table to model the nonlinear power amplifier, followed
by a linear filter accounting for the impulse response of the
linear self-interference channel. The gradient descent based
parameter learning algorithms are derived, which estimate the
spline control points and the filter coefficients in a decoupled
manner. The proposed digital canceller leads to a complexity
reduction of 77% when compared to the existing state-of-the-art
solutions. Performance evaluations using measured data from
a complete inband full-duplex prototype system operating at 2.4
GHz ISM band show the effectiveness of the proposed technique,
demonstrating that it obtains similar cancellation performance
as the existing state-of-the-art canceller, regardless of its lower
complexity. The measured digital self-interference cancellation
values are 45 dB, 43 dB and 38 dB with 20 MHz, 40 MHz
and 80 MHz channel bandwidths, respectively. These results
indicate that the complexity-accuracy trade-off of the proposed
decoupled spline-based cancellation approach is very favorable.
Owing to the resulting decrease in the computational complexity,
the proposed digital cancellation technique brings inband full-
duplex transceivers one step closer to commercial deployments.

Index Terms—Spline interpolation, inband full-duplex, de-
coupled model, self interference, digital cancellation, nonlinear
distortion, adaptive tracking

I. INTRODUCTION

The practical feasibility of inband full-duplex communi-
cations, where individual radio devices transmit and receive
simultaneously on the same frequency channel, has recently
been proven by various research groups [1]–[5]. The main
motivation for implementing such inband full-duplex systems
stems from the resulting increase in spectral efficiency; the
simultaneous transmission and reception facilitates a twofold
increase in the data rate without requiring any additional band-
width. Such an improvement is highly sought after especially
in the heavily congested ultra high frequency (UHF) bands,
and may turn out to be a key technology in the future wireless
networks.

However, in order to make inband full-duplex technology
commercially feasible, the problem of self-interference (SI)
must be dealt with in an efficient manner [6], [7]. The SI
is caused by the own transmit signal overlapping the desired
received signal both temporally and spectrally due to the
inband full-duplex operation, and the full-duplex device must
be capable of suppressing it in order to operate properly. In
principle, this can be done by subtracting the known transmit
signal from the received signal, after accounting for the effects

of the coupling channel. Since any full-duplex device must
inevitably perform the SI cancellation procedure, it is crucial
to explore ways of minimizing the involved computational
complexity, while at the same time being able to provide the
needed SI cancellation performance.

In this paper, we propose a novel digital SI cancellation
solution, which utilizes an adaptive Hammerstein filter while
modeling the nonlinearity with splines to significantly reduce
the computational complexity compared to existing state-of-
the-art solutions. In particular, we extend the real-valued spline
adaptive filters from [8] to complex-valued form, and derive
decoupled adaptive learning rules for the spline control points
and the linear filter. To the best of our knowledge, this type
of a spline-based digital SI canceller has not been proposed
in the earlier literature.

Compared to the state-of-the-art solutions [2], [4], the
proposed digital canceller achieves the same cancellation
performance with 77% fewer computations. This is proven by
evaluating the proposed canceller with measured SI signals
from a complete inband full-duplex prototype system operat-
ing at 2.4 GHz ISM band and comparing its performance to
that of the earlier solutions. The obtained results show that
the spline-based Hammerstein digital canceller is a promising
solution for bringing the inband full-duplex technology one
step closer to a commercially viable implementation, with a
very favorable cancellation performance–complexity trade-off.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, the proposed spline-based digital canceller is described,
alongside with the parameter adaptation rules. Section III
provides analysis of the computational complexity together
with complexity comparison against a memory polynomial-
based digital canceller, which represents the current state-of-
the-art. After this, the performance of the digital cancellers
is evaluated and compared in Section IV using measurement
data. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

Notation used in this paper

In this paper, vectors are represented with boldface low-
ercase letters. By default, all vectors consist of complex-
valued elements represented as columns vectors (i.e., x ∈
CN×1 = [x0 x1 · · · xN−1]T ). Matrices are expressed with
boldface capital letters (i.e., A ∈ CN×M ). Ordinary transpose
and Hermitian transpose of vectors are represented as (·)T
and (·)H , respectively. Moreover, the absolute value and floor
operator are denoted by | · | and b·c, respectively.
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Fig. 1: Considered inband full-duplex device architecture.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROPOSED SPLINE-BASED
CANCELLER

A. Principles of Spline Interpolation

In spline interpolation, particular type of piece-wise polyno-
mials under continuity and smoothness constraints are used to
interpolate the input data [9]. With this technique, a nonlinear
system can be modeled accurately even when using low-
order piece-wise polynomials, as opposed to conventional
polynomial models, where high orders are usually needed. The
piece-wise polynomials are controlled through a set of control
points being adapted according to the nonlinearity present in
the system.

Spline curves can be generalized to any piece-wise degree,
denoted here by PSP. The spline curve is therefore a combina-
tion of PSP+1 spline segments between so-called knots, which
define the boundaries of the individual splines. The individual
region between the ith and i + 1th knot is defined as the ith
span. Moreover, each spline curve is characterized by a PSPth-
degree spline basis function pPSP

i (un), which is defined as [10]

pPSP
i (un) =

qi+PSP+1 − un
qi+PSP+1 − qi+1

pPSP−1
i+1 (un)

+
un − qi

qi+PSP − qi
pPSP−1
i (un), (1)

where qi is the control point for the ith span. The abscissa
value and the span are defined as

un =
x[n]

∆x
−
⌊
x[n]

∆x

⌋
, (2)

in =

⌊
x[n]

∆x

⌋
+
Q− 1

2
, (3)

where x[n] is the input signal of the spline system, ∆x is the
uniform distance between the consecutive knots, and Q is the
total number of knots.

This function can be obtained recursively, starting from the
spline polynomial of degree PSP = 0, defined as

p0i (u) =

{
1 if qi ≤ u < qi+1,
0 otherwise. (4)

For a more detailed explanation, refer, for instance, to [9].
As shown in [10], the output of a spline nonlinearity can

be expressed with matrix notation as

si(un) = Snqn, (5)

where qn ∈ RQ×1 = [q0 q1 · · · qQ−1]T is a real-valued
vector containing the control points and Sn ∈ R1×Q is defined
as

Sn = [0 · · · 0 uT
nC 0 · · · 0]. (6)

Here, uT
nC represents the matrix multiplication between the

abscissa vector un ∈ R(PSP+1)×1 = [uPSP
n uPSP−1

n · · · 1]T

and the spline basis matrix C ∈ R(PSP+1)×(PSP+1), which is
pre-computed and fixed. The resulting (PSP + 1) × 1 vector
is then sorted in Sn starting from the span index i in the
current iteration. This way, uT

nC is multiplied with the correct
samples of qn in the ith span. The spline basis matrix C is
dependent on the type of splines used, as well as on the spline
polynomial order. For example, for B-splines and PSP = 2,
the spline basis matrix becomes [10]

C =
1

2

 1 −2 1
−2 2 0
1 1 0

 . (7)

B. Proposed Spline-Based Hammerstein Canceller

The objective of the proposed canceller is to accurately
reconstruct nonlinearly distorted SI within a full-duplex device
whose block diagram is depicted in Fig. 1. Previous works
in [2], [7], [11] have shown that Hammerstein-type models
are, in general, accurate in reconstructing nonlinearly distorted
SI but they involve substantial processing complexity. To this
end, we propose using a decoupled Hammerstein model, which
consists of a static nonlinearity representing the nonlinear
power amplifier (PA), followed by a linear filter which models
the linear SI channel. This linear SI channel includes the PA
memory as well as the the overall linear coupling response
from the PA output to the receiver digital baseband.

The proposed spline-interpolated lookup table for modeling
and cancelling the SI is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the signal
x[n] corresponds to the input signal of the proposed structure,



Fig. 2: Architecture of the proposed nonlinear decoupled spline-based Hammerstein self-interference canceller. Note that the pre-cursor taps
are omitted from the diagram for clarity.
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in this case the original transmit signal. However, this signal is
complex-valued, whereas regular splines are real-valued. Since
here the splines are used to model the nonlinear response of the
PA, which only depends on the magnitude of the input signal,
the real-valued splines can be used to model it by defining
separate splines for the I and Q components and using |x[n]|
as the input of both splines. Consequently, the abscissa and
span of both splines is now obtained by replacing x(n) with
|x(n)| in (2) and (3), and omitting the term Q−1

2 from (3) as
the abscissa is now non-negative. The splines modeling the real
and imaginary (the I and Q) responses of the PA are therefore
expressed as

s1(un) = Sn(1 + qre
n ), (8)

s2(un) = Snqim
n , (9)

where qre
n and qim

n contain the control points for the nth
iteration.

By using the expression in (8) and (9), the complex-valued
output of the nonlinear system can be written as

s[n] = x[n]Sn(1 + qre
n + jqim

n ) = x[n]Sn(1 + qn), (10)

where qn is the overall complex-valued control point vector
for the nth iteration. The signal s[n] retains the phase informa-
tion of the original signal via the multiplication by x[n], while
the two splines determine the real and imaginary responses of
the nonlinear PA.

Compared to (5), we now define the control point vector
qn as a deviation from 1. This has several benefits, especially
in the current application. First, if qn is initialized as a
zero vector, the spline will be linear (i.e., s[n] = x[n]) in
the beginning of the algorithm learning period. This will
effectively remove the gain ambiguity between the two blocks
(linear filter and splines), and the linear filter will immediately
start to converge to a state where it handles the gain. A

second benefit is that the dynamic range of qn is reduced,
and thus a smaller number of bits is required in a fixed-point
implementation.

In addition to the nonlinear distortion, also the memory
effects need to be modeled. This includes the memory of
the PA itself as well as the linear response of the rest of the
overall SI channel, from PA output all the way to the receiver
baseband. Considering this, the final output signal of the model
is

y[n] = wH
n sn, (11)

where wn is the impulse response of the linear filter, defined
as wn ∈ CM×1 = [wn[0] wn[1] · · · wn[M − 1]]T , sn ∈
CM×1 = [s[n + Mpre] · · · s[n] · · · s[n−Mpost]]

T , Mpre is
the number of pre-cursor taps, Mpost is the number of post-
cursor taps, and M = Mpre +Mpost + 1.

C. Derivation of the Learning Rules

In order to estimate the unknown parameters of the system,
namely the linear filter wn, and the control points qn, let us
consider the error signal

e[n] = d[n]− y[n], (12)

where d[n] denotes the observed SI signal at receiver digital
baseband, which the digital canceller aims at suppressing. At
this point, the problem lies in estimating the values of the
linear filter and the spline control points to minimize the error
signal e[n]. This can be done by using the basic gradient
descent solution, where the quantities are learned by adjusting
them to the negative direction of the gradient of the cost
function. Furthermore, to obtain a simple learning rule, only
the instantaneous gradient is used, similar to the classical least
mean squares (LMS) filter.



For the estimation of the memory model, the cost function
is defined as the instantaneous squared error, expressed as

J(wn,qn) = e[n]e∗[n]. (13)

It can then be noted that the memory is after the nonlinearity,
and therefore the splines are not dependent on wn. As a result,
the system with respect to wn is simply a linear filter, where
the traditional LMS learning rule can be used. Consequently,
the learning rule for the memory filter becomes

wn+1 = wn − µw
∂J(wn,qn)

∂wn
= wn + µwe

∗[n]sn, (14)

where µw is the learning step-size.
The complex-valued control-points can be learned using a

similar rule, which can be expressed as

qn+1 = qn − µq
∂J(wn,qn)

∂qn
, (15)

where µq is the corresponding step-size. However, now the
partial derivative is not previously known, and must be cal-
culated in order to express the learning rule. Firstly, we can
rewrite it as [12]:

∂J(wn,qn)

∂qn
= e∗[n]

∂e[n]

∂qn
+ e[n]

∂e∗[n]

∂qn

= −e∗[n]
∂y[n]

∂qn
− e[n]

∂y∗[n]

∂qn

= −e∗[n]

[
∂y[n]

∂qre
n

+ j
∂y[n]

∂qim
n

]
− e[n]

[(
∂y[n]

∂qre
n

)∗

+ j

(
∂y[n]

∂qim
n

)∗]
. (16)

Therefore, it suffices to determine the partial derivative of y(n)
with respect to the control points of the real and imaginary
splines. Invoking elementary differentiation rules, they can be
written as

∂y[n]

∂qre
n

= ΣnXnw∗
n, (17)

∂y[n]

∂qim
n

= jΣnXnw∗
n, (18)

where Σn ∈ RQ×M =
[
ST
n+Mpre

· · · ST
n · · · ST

n−Mpost

]
, and

Xn = diag {x[n+Mpre], . . . , x[n−Mpost]}.
Substituting these into (16), the partial derivative becomes

∂J(wn,qn)

∂qn
= −2e(n)ΣnX∗

nwn. (19)

Therefore, the learning rule of the control points can finally
be written as

qn+1 = qn + µqe(n)ΣnX∗
nwn. (20)

During the actual operation of the proposed canceller, both
the linear filter and the control points are then estimated and
updated in parallel as per (14) and (20).

The downside of the update in (20) is the high complexity
in computing ΣnX∗

nwn, especially if the filter wn is long.
However, the larger tap values of wn are clearly the most

significant ones in the update, and these tap values are usually
those around the index Mpre + 1. Thus, as a simplifying
approximation, we propose to reduce the time span of the
matrices, keeping only the entries corresponding to the most
significant taps in wn. This way, the computation of ΣnX∗

nwn

can be greatly simplified.

III. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

A. Complexity of Proposed Canceller

Let us next briefly consider the computational complexity of
the proposed decoupled spline-based Hammerstein algorithm.
For this purpose, the number of arithmetical operations re-
quired to run a single iteration of the algorithm is calculated, in
a similar manner as done in [13]. However, for brevity, herein
we only consider the number of multiplications since the
computational cost of additions is negligible in comparison.

The complexity of the algorithm can be detailed based on
the cancellation processing steps performed in each iteration.

• At the beginning of each iteration, the span index and
the abscissa value (in and un) are computed. For this, it
is necessary to calculate the absolute value of a complex
number, whose analytical expression contains a square
root. To avoid such a costly operation, the absolute value
can be approximated as in [14]:

|x[n]| = α max
{
|Re{x[n]}|, |Im{x[n]}|

}
+ β min

{
|Re{x[n]}|, |Im{x[n]}|

}
, (21)

where α and β can be chosen based on selected approx-
imation criterion, such as minimum RMS error for zero-
mean signals.

• Next, the signals s[n] and y[n] must be calculated, as per
(10) and (11).

Then, in order to update the coefficients of the learning rates,
the following steps are followed:

• The linear filter wn+1 is updated as shown in (14).
• Finally, the control point vector qn+1 is updated accord-

ing to (20). In the analysis we consider a time span of
τ = 5 taps for wn. This will considerably reduce the
computational complexity of the vector update with an
acceptable loss of cancellation.

The corresponding numbers of required multiplications per
one iteration are collected in Table I. Note that in some cases
it might not be necessary to update all the coefficients in each
iteration, which obviously reduces the overall computational
cost. In particular, as discussed below, it is often unnecessary
to continuously update the spline control points as the nonlin-
ear characteristics of the PA remain relatively constant over
time.

B. Complexity of Memory Polynomial Canceller

The widely used memory polynomial (MP) model consti-
tutes the current state of the art when modeling the behaviour
of PAs in the context of inband full-duplex devices [2], [7],
[11]. For this reason, it has been adopted as the reference
benchmark for the proposed novel solution. Below, we shortly



TABLE I: Number of required arithmetic operations in each iteration
of the spline-based digital cancellation algorithm.

Computation Real multiplications

Cancellation s[n], y[n] (PSP + 1)2 + PSP + 2Q+ 3M + 4

Coefficient
updates

wn+1 3M + 2

qn+1 Q(2τ+3) + 3τ+2

Total PSP(PSP + 3)+τ (2Q+ 3) + 5Q+ 6M + 9

review the principal processing structure of such MP-based
digital SI canceller and address its computational complexity
for reference.

The discrete-time MP model can be expressed as

y[n] =

PMP∑
p=1
p odd

Mpost∑
m=−Mpre

hp[m]ψp[x[n−m]], (22)

where PMP is the nonlinearity order of the MP model, hp[m]
represents the overall effective coupling channel from the pth
basis function perspective, and ψp[x[n]] = |x[n]|p−1

x[n] is the
pth-order basis function. In addition, in this model these basis
functions need to be prewhitened or orthogonalized to ensure
efficient learning [7]. After this step, the parameters of the MP
model can be learned with the basic LMS algorithm, the use of
which facilitates a fair comparison with the proposed solution.
Such an algorithm is described in [11], wherein further details
can be found. The total number of arithmetic operations can
easily be calculated as 3(PMP+1

2 )2+(3M+1)(PMP+1)+2 real
multiplications per one iteration, of which 3(PMP+1

2 )2+(3M+
2)(PMP+1

2 ) are used for the actual cancellation processing
while the coefficient updates require 3M(PMP+1

2 ) + 2 real
multiplications.

C. Comparison

For the purpose of comparing the aforementioned models,
typical parameter values are chosen in accordance with the
characteristics of each algorithm. When considering the de-
coupled spline-based Hammerstein model, the degree of the
polynomial is chosen as PSP = 2, which is sufficient to reach
a SI cancellation performance similar to that of the MP model
(see Section IV). The total number of knots is chosen as
Q = 11, and the time span for the matrix simplification is
τ = 5. The overall memory length of the linear filter is chosen
for both models as M = Mpre+Mpost+1 = 25+50+1 = 76.
Consequently, using Table I, the amount of computations per
iteration can be calculated as 655 real multiplications for the
proposed decoupled Hammerstein algorithm. Of this, the can-
cellation processing accounts for only 265 real multiplications.

As for the MP-based canceller, PMP = 11 is chosen as the
order of the nonlinearity, similar to [11]. As a result, the num-
ber of real multiplications to be performed within an iteration
is 2858, according to the expression provided in the previous
subsection. This demonstrates the large complexity reduction

Digital 

canceller

Original 

transmit 

data

Cancelled 

signal

National Instruments 

PXIe-5645R VST

TX RX

PA

Back-to-back 

relay antenna

Fig. 3: Illustration of the overall RF measurement setup used in
obtaining the evaluation data.

when using the novel decoupled spline-based Hammerstein ap-
proach, as nearly 77% less multiplications per iteration suffices
to obtain a comparable cancellation performance. Moreover,
when considering only the actual cancellation processing, the
number of real multiplications per iteration is 1488 for the MP
canceller. Therefore, under static conditions where it is not
necessary to update any of the coefficients, the spline-based
canceller can operate with 82% fewer multiplications.

However, in most practical cases, while the nonlinear be-
haviour of the PA remains more or less static, the wireless
coupling channel is time-variant and the corresponding coef-
ficients must be adapted continuously. This unveils another
benefit of the proposed decoupled spline-based solution, as
it considers the PA nonlinearity and the linear channel as
separate entities, meaning that the channel coefficients can be
updated while the spline control points are kept static after the
initial learning phase. Taking this into account, it suffices for
the proposed decoupled spline-based model to update only the
memory filter during the actual operation, reducing the number
of real multiplications per iteration to 495 with the example
parameters. Recognizing that it is not possible to separate the
effects of the linear coupling channel and the PA nonlinearity
in the MP model, under this assumption the proposed spline-
based canceller can operate with 82% fewer multiplications.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the cancellation performance of the
proposed spline-based digital canceller, a similar RF measure-
ment environment as in [4], reflecting a complete inband full-
duplex prototype system, is used. The measured data consists
of the observed SI signal obtained using the system depicted in
Fig. 3, where a back-to-back relay antenna is used to provide
the transmitter-receiver isolation in the analog domain. That
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Fig. 4: PSDs of the overall signal after the different digital cancellers for (a) 20 MHz, (b) 40 MHz, and (c) 80 MHz instantaneous bandwidths.
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Fig. 5: Residual powers with respect to the iteration index after the different digital cancellers for (a) 20 MHz, (b) 40 MHz, and (c) 80 MHz
instantaneous bandwidths.

is, the RF canceller is omitted altogether, as opposed to the
more generic full-duplex transceiver architecture depicted in
Fig. 1. Since this results in less SI suppression before the
analog-to-digital conversion, a significant amount of digital
cancellation is required, making this data ideal for evaluating
the performance of the proposed digital canceller. The more
detailed measurement parameters are listed in Table II.

First, the power spectral densities (PSDs) of the SI sig-
nal after the different stages of the full-duplex device are
shown in Fig. 4. With instantaneous bandwidths of 20 MHz
and 40 MHz, the spline-based canceller obtains essentially
the same amount of cancellation as the MP-based canceller,
despite the substantial complexity reduction. In these two
cases, the amount of digital cancellation with the proposed

canceller is 45 dB and 43 dB, respectively, which indicates
very high modeling accuracy. Keeping in mind that it uses
77% fewer multiplications than the MP model, the complexity-
accuracy trade-off of spline-based modeling is very intriguing.
With the widest considered bandwidth of 80 MHz, the MP-
based canceller outperforms the proposed digital canceller by
some 2 dB. Therefore, further work is still needed to ensure
sufficient modeling accuracy of splines under very wideband
operation. It should be noted, however, that the proposed
canceller can suppress the SI by 38 dB even over 80 MHz,
which is in most cases sufficient cancellation performance.

To evaluate the convergence behavior of the proposed digital
canceller, Fig. 5 shows the residual power after the two
digital cancellers, using the same data as in Fig. 4. For the



TABLE II: The essential RF measurement parameters.

Parameter Value

Center frequency 2.56 GHz

Bandwidth 20–80 MHz

Transmit waveform OFDM

Transmit power 24 dBm

RX losses 4 dB

Parameter estimation sample size 1 000 000

MP-based canceller
Mpre 25

Mpost 50

PMP 11

Spline-based canceller

Mpre 25

Mpost 50

PSP 2

Q 11

20-MHz and 40-MHz SI signals, it can be observed that
the proposed spline-based digital canceller converges faster
than the MP-based canceller, thereby reaching the steady-
state sooner. However, in accordance with the observations
made in Fig. 4, the 80-MHz case seems to be somewhat more
challenging for the spline-based digital canceller also in terms
of convergence behaviour. Figure 5c shows that the spline-
based canceller converges somewhat slower than the MP-based
canceller, while also suffering from slightly higher steady-state
error. Nevertheless, these results prove that with bandwidths of
40 MHz or less, the proposed canceller can retain the highest
possible cancellation performance while using significantly
less computational resources.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a novel digital self-interference
canceller for inband full-duplex devices that relies on splines
and decoupled modeling when reconstructing nonlinearly dis-
torted self-interference signals at digital baseband. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time splines have been
applied to self-interference cancellation. The benefit of the
proposed approach is a significant reduction in the number
of computations required within the digital canceller while
still retaining high cancellation performance. In particular, it
was shown that the proposed solution can obtain cancellation
performance comparable to the existing state-of-the-art digital
canceller while using 77% fewer multiplications per iteration.
The measured digital self-interference cancellation numbers,
obtained in a complete inband full-duplex radio prototype
system operating at 2.4 GHz ISM band, are 45 dB, 43 dB
and 38 dB with 20 MHz, 40 MHz and 80 MHz channel
bandwidths, respectively. Therefore, the spline-based digital
canceller is an important step towards commercially feasible
inband full-duplex devices, where processing complexity and
energy consumption are of fundamental importance.
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